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Cover

Feature

What is your biggest 

challenge or 

frustration

about being a

a model?

I started modeling 

when I was 15 years 

old in 2013. 

When did you start 

and why you chose 

modeling as a career 

or business?

I am very happy and 

Exited. 

EGOLI

Who or what 

motivates you to keep 

going when the going 

gets tough.

Blessing

My biggest challenge 

is that success cost 

for you to get where 

you need to be you 

put the work. And its 

hard when you are 

the only one who has 

the vision of your on 

dream.  

What is your biggest 

dream and aspiration 

in life?

My biggest dream is 

to be happy to be 

better

Than I was yesterday 

and to finish the race 

on my own pace and 

my aspirations is to 

accomplish vision of 

myself in life. To be 

miss world and give 

back to the 

community.

What is your biggest 

dream and aspiration 

in life?

I see myself in 5 

years giving back 

what I wish I needed. 

Opening 

opportunities 

activities for young 

people they don’t 

have to worry of the 

expense to express 

or to dream big and 

empower young girls 

and woman to use 

they own hands to 

create jobs for 

themselves. Thank 

you!

“I 

am 

Danna Dellony”

I started modeling 

when I was 15 years

old in 2013. 



Community 

builder

I am Lerato Sibisi the founder of the Aim Hope organization based in Daveyton Etwatwa the 

organization started in 2008 where I was doing mentoring only. The organization aim is to 

inspire, bring hope and to fight socio-economic issues within the communities.

So we have different projects within the organization in help to  fulfil this vision

We have mentoring and  tutoring were we tutor all grades in helping students achieve 

better results and good understand their school work. We are a ministry as well. 

We have women ministry and 

Home in our hearts project where we go to the streets and feeds the homes n orphanage 

and old ages homes 

We have youth and children

Under youth and children we do pageants  we have miss face of Daveyton the pageant 

started 3 years back  and  we started with Miss face of Daveyton. and  we have miss inter-

province hope South Africa and miss Intercontinental hope ARISE Africa

Wich with all these pageant we focus more on personal development we believe in order to 

have a well developed community within to start with personal development which focus 

more on the individual

So what we where hosting on the 29 November 2020 is  was miss interprovincial hope 

South Africa   which is the first year for the pageant to host we have models from different 

provinces that take part in the pageant. So in miss inter-province hope South Africa we 

focus on three main objectives we recognize, embrace and celebrate

Celebrating part its the last part where now we  allowing our pageant  to be crowded but 

the biggest part happen when we build this individual in character and moral and values 

spiritual enrich.

I've mentioned we have a ministry. All the pageant we host is to bring glory to God cause I 

believe we don’t belong to ourselves but god and we are here to serve his purpose so we 

cant do nothing with God. And we need to know who we are in him, we are made in the 

image of God.

“I am Lerato Sibisi”



In need of quality employees? 

Try EGOLI magazine for 30 days for just R380.

Future postings are just R499 for 30 days.

This is not your typical Career Magazine; is part of  a wide network of 

over 5,000 job Seekers. Based on the criteria you choose in the job 

description form, Our  filtering system will pick 200 of the most 

relevant potential candidates to post your position for 30 days. 

We offers a strong filtering system that helps ensure you will

receive quality applicants who fit your current needs.

Jobs

Adverts

Are you Hiring?



I am the author of the well-known 

book called “ The South African 

Music Business” Many people 

know me as the mixing engineer 

or music producer and other only 

as the lecture or consultant. But I 

am an all-round academic and 

creative  professional. The book is  

a holistic look at the music 

industries and of-course revolves 

around South Africa, but dives 

into solid  academic and practical 

information about all aspects of 

the business and the book deals 

with the achievable ideas.

profession, from the supply chain, 

legal aspects, management to 

marketing. I always say I cant 

make you famous, but rather 

focus on sustainability in your 

career, 

“I am

Jonathan 

Shaw”

Music 

Industry

Expert



What is your biggest challenge or frustration

about being a

a music Producer / Engineer? 

I've worked as music producer and sound engineer for 20 years now, starting in 2001.over the first 10 

years it was a matter of getting sharp, learning the trade 

, getting the experience to be light fast  and diagnose audio problems and needs. It was about that 

international sound and being as “Loud” as everything else. Then you get to the point 

When did you start and why you chose modeling as a career or business?

it started in high school when I was recording demos for my band and myself and sending them out to 

radio and record companies. I became obsessed with wanting to sound like I heard on other 

recordings. After school started a business and worked Saturday's recording and producing artist 

demos. I studied a one year diploma in sound engineering and pushed hard, on my own terms, to keep 

at it.my one rule was to  be paid for every job, no matter how much

Who or what motivates you to keep going when the going gets tough.

As a creative you have ups and downs all the time. For me , the motivation is that while one project 

hard another will be super easy and satisfying. In one day you can feel both like the best  and worse 

musician ever . At the moment, I concentrate on the work and not on the client, as clients be all types 

of demanding, but if they like what they hear you’ve tamed that inherent nervousness many clients 

have.  Many clients have a right or wrong perspective about music  

What is your biggest dream and aspiration in life?

My dream is obviously to produce a wildly massive hit song  or movie soundtrack . I've worked with 

award winning artist and  on many hits, some mainstream  but it would be nice to tip over into stardom 

somehow. My aspiration is actually to keep pushing my self-imposed standard, I don’t want to ever be 

satisfied with what I hear so I keep evolving and learning. I am still studying piano and working on 

music qualifications, and then practically applying it all to my work. The saying goes: be so good they 

can’t ignore you..

Please tell us briefly about your book, Who is it aimed at and what one could expect if they buy it?

I am the author of the well-known book called “the South African Music Business” Many people know 

me as the mixing or mastering engineer or music producer and other only as a lecturer or consultant . 

But I am an all-round academic and creative professional. The book is a holistic look at the music 

industries and of-course revolves around South Africa, but dives into solid academic and practical 

information about all aspect of the business profession, from the supply chain, legal aspects, 

management to marketing. I always say I cant make you famous, but rather focus on sustainability in 

your career, and the book deals the achievable ideas



Music

PROMOTE YOUR MUSIC WITH 

Catch Our Exclusive

interview with

Nelzy Elkay up coming 

Female Rapper on the 

February issue of

EGOLI Magazine  



Fashion 

Designer

What is your 

biggest 

challenge or 

frustration about 

being a designer.

My biggest 

challenge is 

finances to 

expand and to 

penetrate into 

the fashion 

industry be 

known and 

recognised.

When did you 

start and when 

why you chose 

design as career 

or business?

I started two 

years back 

designing is my 

passion, I love 

transforming 

ordinary 

materials into 

wearable 

objects of art

Who or what 

motivates you to 

keep going 

through difficult 

times?

My dream, 

Passion, 

inspiration 

drives me.

What is your 

biggest dream 

and aspiration in 

life? 

To be 

recognised 

world wide and 

inspire  the 

upcoming  

designers.

“My 

dream, 

Passion and

inspiration

drives me”

“I am 

Takula

Sibanda”



You are kindly invited

We Invite our readers to give their opinions by 
writing an article on the following subject:

Gender Based Violence

How serious  the problem is where you live , and what 
can be done to stop it in our communities?

The best article will be published in the next issue of our 
magazine. 

Top Tips for writing 

1. Use a catchy title to get people interested.
2. Ask direct questions to get the readers attention.
3. Use opinion adverbs to introduce your points.
4. Give a real life example or talk about personal 
experience.
5. Choose a neutral or informal style to suite our 
audience.
6. Divide your ideas into paragraphs. 
7. Keep it short.

Books



What is your biggest 

challenge or 

frustration about being 

a Music Producer?

I struggle to market 

my music and to make 

fans or convince 

people to be 

interested to listen to 

my music.

When did you start 

and why you chose 

Music as a Career or 

Business?  

I started in 2014 , I 

chose sound 

engineering  because I 

wanted something 

that will keep me busy 

and I found out that is 

music.  listening to 

music gave me an 

amazing feeling which 

I cant predict and 

when I use the fruity 

loops studio to make 

beats. everyday when 

I am from school I 

produce  after a month 

it became a part of me 

that’s when I found out 

music  is something I 

was born for. 

Who or what 

motivates you to keep 

going when the going 

gets tough?

Listening to music and 

streaming live shows 

and also listening to 

my productions 

motivate me and it 

makes me believe that 

anything is possible

What is your biggest 

dream and aspiration?

I wish to see my self 

representing Africa as 

best deep house, afro 

deep in Africa.

Music

Producer

“Listening to 

music 

gave me an 

Amazing

feeling” 

“I am 

Remains-

Afrika”

“I Wish 

to 

see myself 

Representing

Africa”



Get 

Featured 
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Designers
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Writers

Models
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Actors

And 

Many More

On EGOLI Magazine NOW



What is your biggest 

challenge or 

frustration about being 

a Model?

My biggest Challenge 

is when I am about to 

walk in stage and face 

crowds also when w I 

am about to travel to 

go for a photoshoot I 

don’t have the other 

thing models wear 

expensive clothes or 

shoes. 

When did you start and 

why you chose 

Modeling as a Career 

or Business?  

I Started last year 

December the reason 

why I chose modeling 

career is that I am 

capable of everything 

I have confidence and 

also I don’t give up 

easily towards 

something I love.

Who or what motivates 

you to keep going 

when the going gets 

tough?

The thing that 

motivates me to keep 

going trough difficult 

times is when I see 

the auditions each and 

every year when they 

announce Miss 

universe she kept 

working hard on her 

dreams so I come from 

the village but one day 

I will .  

What is your biggest 

dream and aspiration?

My biggest dream is to 

be Miss Universe and 

be a good role model 

for young up coming 

generation.

Fashion 

Model

“I Am

Lindiwe 

Pretty Mokoena”

“My 

biggest dream 

is to be 

Miss Universe ”



Models

We
put 

your 
talent 
on the 
Top
Front
and 

Centre



Golden 

Selfies

Promote Your 

Selfie with 

EGOLI 

Magazine Free 



ALWAYS PROTECT 

YOUR SELF 

AGAINST COVID-

19.



Danko!

For 

reading 

EGOLI 

Magazine

sneak 

preview. 

Happy New 

year!


